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INTRODUCTION 

My project seeks to reenergize the capacity of the written word to relay differentially 

embodied musical experiences. While writing about music is a notoriously fraught practice, it is 

inevitable; while it is privileged, with potential to be deemed redundant— the music already is 

without us writing that it is so— I maintain its cruciality in exploring and understanding 

processes of identity formation, intersubjective relations, and cultural conditions. Whether we 

agree with the trope of music’s linguistic universality, it can certainly speak intimately, 

engendering an affectively-personal encounter; a moment wherein no words feel precise enough, 

or immediate or robust enough, to do the felt experience justice.  

What should writing about musical experience convey and do, then? How do we best 

invoke music in language? I theorize writing of, and writing for, music as a processual act of 

transposition, working through the intuited shortfall and transposing resonance into language that 

both preserves melodic identity and amends through personal narrative. With the approaches of 

musicology and popular music studies in mind, as well as pursuing other artistic and 

interpersonal tools within and beyond academia, I argue that this writing practice can expand the 

emotional lexes of readers/listeners, adding to the multilayered experience of music, leaving 

embodied indentations and incantations to follow— nothing t(oo)uneful(l) to remain untraced. 

 

Given the parameters, this is only a preliminary literature review of an interdisciplinary 

specialization. My summaries are by no means comprehensive, and are conscientiously selected 

vis-à-vis the project at hand. Alongside providing an overview of how writers in various fields 

have approached the topic, these texts equip me with the philosophies, intentions, and language 

to analyze exemplary writing on music, compiling methods that I will eventually try to replicate 
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and redevelop in my own writing practice. I intend to both theorize how to write about music and 

produce a research-creation offering in the next phase of my research at the doctoral level. 

Divided into four expansive sections (Musicoliterary/Word-Music Studies, General 

Theory, Theorizing Listening, and Writing Differently), this review is presented inferentially, 

organically flowing in dialogue between the wide-ranging disciplines through which these 

sources find common ground. I bring them together in new connective networks of adaptable 

methodologies, forming a set of suggestions for approaching writing about musical experience 

by mobilizing difference: for self-Other resonance in words, and new relational possibilities.  

I write from the position of a cisgender, white-passing, heterosexual woman, without a 

music degree or a fully-abled body by normative standards. Though fascinated by words before 

music, it has undoubtedly become my muse, and this is a love letter to my longing to understand 

the nuances of its potency, and reanimate the craft of writing through musical experience. 

 

Reviewing the Literature 

“[…] one of the chief values of living with music lies in its power to give us an orientation in time. In doing so, it 

gives significance to all those indefinable aspects of experience which nevertheless help to make us what we are. In 

the swift whirl of time music is a constant, reminding us of what we were and of that toward which we aspired.” 

– Ralph Ellison, “Living With Music”1 

 

MUSICOLITERARY/WORD-MUSIC STUDIES 

 Musicoliterary and Word-Music studies emerged following the turn of New Musicology, 

with musicologists borrowing from literary theorists (and vice versa) to study the many alliances 

of music and literature. This is an ideal starting point for understanding the nature of the dialogue 

 
1 Living With Music: Ralph Ellison’s Jazz Writings, ed. Robert G. O’Meally (New York: Random House Inc., 2001), 14. 
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in various disciplines about the relationship of, and discrepancies between, music and words, as 

well as how musicological writing differs from literary writing about music.  

 

Historical Context 

The idea of absolute music is one of the most influential and polarizing concepts in the 

history of European-American musical aesthetics, having shaped basic notions of what music is 

and how we respond to it.2 Absolute music was coined in 1846 by composer Richard Wagner to 

(pejoratively) delineate the limits of purely instrumental music and justify his theory of opera.3 

In 1854, critic Eduard Hanslick appropriated the term to celebrate the same qualities of isolation 

and abstraction that Wagner ostracised,4 while Franz Liszt’s 1855 neologism of “program music” 

solidified absolute music in mutual exclusion, birthing the air of a specific repertoire within 

instrumental music.5  

The longevity and breadth of the controversy is indebted to two aesthetic concerns: the 

relationship between form and content, and art’s role in society.6 Absolute music conceptually 

reinforces the Cartesian split, a Western binary opposition between the body and the mind; 

emotion and reason; context and ‘the music itself,’ a phrase reflecting the constructs of 

‘autonomy’ and ‘purity’ that are still held as ideals in musical analysis7 (and which I once 

ironically co-opted as a Musicoliterary essay title).8 The concept of absolute music has informed 

discourse on music (and suspicions about whether there ought to be), and a sense of learned 

helplessness in trying to capture it in words. 

 
2 Mark Evan Bonds, Absolute Music: The History of an Idea (New York: Oxford UP, 2014), 16. 

3 Mark Evan Bonds, Absolute Music, 1. 

4 Ibid., 2. 

5 Ibid., 12. 
6 Ibid., 2-3. 

7 Ibid., 3-4. 
8 See “‘The Music Itself’: Musical Representation and Musicality in the Short Stories of Alice Munro,” in Alice Munro Everlasting: Essays on 

Her Works II, ed. J. R. (Tim) Struthers, 103-122 (Montreal: Guernica Editions, 2020). 
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Not mere, modest vessels for knowledge, words, too, are a reverent artform. Twenty-two 

years after opening up the emerging field of Musicoliterary studies with his book, Music and 

Literature: A Comparison of the Arts (1948), literary scholar Calvin S. Brown traced the 

discipline’s evolution with “The Relations between Music and Literature As a Field of Study” 

(1970), where he argued that music and literature likely existed in tandem long before delegating 

the arts was conceptualised, the prominence of the literary epic likely having drawn the two 

apart.9 Steven Paul Scher picked up Brown’s gauntlet in “Notes Toward a Theory of Verbal 

Music” (1970), deeming much of musicological writing as non-literary ‘verbal music’ (his own 

designation for the presentation of music in literary passages, as opposed to ‘word music,’ which 

attempts to capture musicality in writing), its literary counterpart augmenting the poetic 

imagination with musical experience, and taking on the role of music’s transmitter more wholly10 

with the supplementary virtue of subjectivity, even with fictive subjects. 

 

Fiction as Primary Evidence 

One of the first influential texts in my introduction to Musicoliterary studies, literary 

theorist Stephen Benson’s Literary Music: Writing Music in Contemporary Fiction (2006) 

examines ‘literary music,’ Benson’s twofold designation referring to: 1) the nature of music 

performed by the narrative in which it occurs (whether it exists outside of the text or not); and 2) 

the irrevocable status of music as written, in spite of the evaluative gap between musicology and 

writing about music otherwise, which the scholar opposes, as “all writing about music seeks to 

make music known.”11 Essentially, it is musicking12— part of the social, gestural give-and-take 

 
9 Calvin S. Brown, “The Relations between Music and Literature As a Field of Study,” Comparative Literature 22, no. 2 (1970): 97. 
10 Steven Paul Scher, “Notes Toward a Theory of Verbal Music,” Comparative Literature 22, no. 2 (1970): 152. 
11 Stephen Benson, Literary Music: Writing Music in Contemporary Fiction (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 4. 
12 See Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening (Middletown: Wesleyan UP, 1998). 
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of information about the world, by and through music— in narrative form. Benson notes that the 

sense of loss that underpins literature about music, stemming from the platitude of its mythic 

intangibility, often becomes integral to the textual utterance itself.13 I argue that this rhetorical 

processual-awareness imbues fictive narratives with an authenticity in their meta-representation. 

 

A cast of characters can represent the multiplicity of listening perspectives, which Mi 

Zhou illuminates in E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End (1910) as informed by the musicological 

debate around Ludwig van Beethoven’s fifth symphony, through the opposing perspectives of 

contemporaneous reviewers E. T. A. Hoffmann and Hector Berlioz in “Fiction as Musicology: 

Aesthetic Listening in E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End” (2011). Critic Hoffmann’s 1810 review 

presented a radical reversal of Kantian aesthetics, locating instrumental music as the highest 

artform— its independence from language its unique advantage rather than impediment,14 while 

composer Berlioz stressed the symphony’s communicative prowess in conveying Beethoven’s 

emotions, allowing for a meaningful narrative account of the musical unfolding.15 Reframing 

Hoffmann in the light of Eduard Hanslick,16 Zhou considers the reviewer’s poetic language as an 

attempt to recreate the awe that the symphony instilled, suggesting that writing about music 

should be transportive rather than communicative.17 

 

Music’s transportive capacity is allied with temporality, shaping and being shaped 

differently than the linear forward motion of chronological time. Rice University Postdoctoral 

 
13 Stephen Benson, Literary Music, 46. 

14 Mi Zhou, “Fiction as Musicology: Aesthetic Listening in E. M. Forster’s Howard’s End,” Forum for Modern Language Studies 47, no. 3 

(2011): 241. 

15 Mi Zhou, “Fiction as Musicology,” 243. 
16 See On the Musically Beautiful: A Contribution towards the Revision of the Aesthetics of Music, trans. Geoffrey Payzant (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing Company, 1986). 
17 Mi Zhou, “Fiction as Musicology,” 245. 
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Fellow Sydney Boyd sees timbre’s inconsistency employed to distort the conventions of 

narrative chronology in “The Color of Sound: Hearing Timbre in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man” 

(2018).18 Evolving throughout the 1952 novel in intensifying racialized scenarios, the 

relationality of sound and sight underscore the breakdown of one calling the other into being,19 

the in-between becoming the plain-sight dwelling of the history of Black suffering.20 Boyd 

argues that, in the intuitive identification process of aural perception and cultural association, 

timbre functions as both verb and noun, demanding reconciliation of a multiplying subject with a 

singular history.21 Experiencing such cognitive dissonance in confronting internalized racism is a 

productive discomfort, as is trying to render musical experience written. 

 

Timbre, Temporality, and Metaphor 

It is especially challenging to reflect timbral quality when the grain of a voice can be 

multifarious, as literary scholar John T. Shawcross surveys in “Kinesthetics of Music and Words: 

Poems on John Coltrane” (2003). Analyzing six poems indebted to the jazz legend, he argues 

that the stylistic and technical evolution of Coltrane’s saxophone playing appears to be the most 

significant influence on the poetic form and content, 22 informing a kinesthetic in which the 

writing reproduces musicality through its embodied plan of attack: poets use sound as their raw 

material, imitating the near-collapse of tonal instability, repeating the same quavering syllable 

into tremolo, holding tones in spaced-out phraseology, grating the (white) ear in salient verse. 

 

 
18 Sydney Boyd, “The Color of Sound: Hearing Timbre in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” Arizona Quarterly: A Journal of American Literature, 

Culture, and Theory 74, no. 3 (2018): 52. 
19 Sydney Boyd, “The Color of Sound,” 57. 
20 Ibid., 58. 

21 Ibid., 59. 

22 John T. Shawcross, “Kinesthetics of Music and Words: Poems on John Coltrane,” CEA Critic 65, no. 2 (2003): 319. 
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Undertaking the distinctive granularity of timbre is often bid through metaphorical links. 

“Music and Metaphor” (2013) sees philosopher Severin Schroeder extend musicologist Peter 

Kivy’s contour theory23 by emphasizing the metaphorical character of emotionally-expressive 

descriptions of music, which Kivy attributes to resemblances between music’s physiognomy and 

human behaviour.24 Metaphor is a crucial way to connect experientially and empathize through 

language; by saying that one thing is like something else, we can find shared understanding 

through description. As Schroeder remarks, most metaphors that we understand and use are not 

supplemented by any exceptional lived experience:25 e.g., the imaginary space of music is 

primarily constituted by pitch, thus we hear movement in the succession of a tone, defined and 

reidentified by timbre, imagined as the same ‘object’ present across time.26  

 

Subjective temporal particularities always intervene in attempts to forecast music and 

time objectively, however. With the influential “‘Dangerous Liaisons’: The Literary Text in 

Musical Criticism” (1989), musicologist Lawrence Kramer argues for looking comparatively at 

the deep structural elements— centrifugal forces for cultural values— of literature and music in 

how they organize time, differentiating the lyric aspects of the conceptual and emotional rhythms 

that shape preestablished temporal interludes, and the narrative elements of musical emplotment, 

which, “ask how the music humanizes the all-important interval between tick and tock.”27 

Music’s ability to construct different temporal worlds makes it an apt means for empathetically 

shifting through experiential dimensions; fingertips feeling the weave of a page-turn. 

 

 
23 See Peter Kivy, The Corded Shell: Reflections on Musical Expression (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1979). 
24 Severin Schroeder, “Music and Metaphor,” British Journal of Aesthetics 53, no. 1 (2013): 1. 
25 Severin Schroeder, “Music and Metaphor,” 9. 

26 Ibid., 6. 
27 Lawrence Kramer, “Dangerous Liaisons: The Literary Text in Musical Criticism,” 19th-Century Music 13, no. 2 (1989): 165. 
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Absolute Language: Semiotics  

Explicitly tackling the challenge of writing about music in The Thought of Music (2016), 

Kramer identifies two shibboleths as enduring specters of the Romantic terming of absolute 

music: 1) the myth of ineffability, and 2) the myth of a ‘private language’ that excludes most 

without the specialist vocabulary of music theory.28 He promotes music as the innovative 

interpretative area of study with its merciless exposure of positionality, cementing an 

undertaking of truth while simultaneously construing it as dubious: “Speaking of, speaking for, 

music is an act of transposition, which […] both preserves the identity of a melody and alters 

it.”29 Kramer reminds us that words themselves— theory— have been the apparatus of their own 

separation from music, thus wielding potential for reunion in communicative partnership. 

 

As the study of the signs and symbols of communicative behavior, semiotics allows us to 

scrutinize the skeletons underlying cultural texts’ saturation with meaning. A prominent figure in 

the musical semiotics movement of recent decades (as a branch of general semiotics and/or a 

subdiscipline of musicology), David Lidov reverses the venerable cliché that music is a universal 

language in Is Language a Music? Writings on Musical Form and Signification (2005). He offers 

a “partial and conditional”30 reclamation of the argument, comparing music and language in 

regards to their articulation of distinct units, inflection, and how they elaborate structure and 

meaning, yet:31 “music has power to mobilize a community in […] arousing its will to action, a 

power that may surpass language in this respect (we feel mobilization in our muscles).”32 

 
28 Lawrence Kramer, The Thought of Music (Oakland: U of California P, 2016), 25. 

29 Lawrence Kramer, The Thought of Music, 23. 
30 David Lidov, Is Language a Music? Writings on Musical Form and Signification (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 2005), 1. 

31 David Lidov, Is Language a Music?, 2-3. 

32 Ibid., 12. 
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Semiotics are called into musical discourse to evade the fallacy of absolute music,33 validating 

the pursuit of writing about music and its affordances for sociopolitical understanding. 

Michael Szekely (Temple University) explores semiotician Roland Barthes’s musical 

ideas, driven fundamentally by the illumination of gesture, in “Gesture, Pulsion, Grain: Barthes’ 

Musical Semiology” (2006). Like the embodied movement of gesture, ‘pulsion’ implies an 

impact of music on the body, a felt intensity of simultaneous atemporality and 

multitemporality;34 grain, Szekely argues, is an alternative virtuosity concerned with the 

materiality of sound-signifiers: “the body in the voice as it sings, the hand as it writes.”35 He 

conjectures that Barthes, echoing Julia Kristeva, might understand music as significance, 

blurring the player/listener distinction in an “unlimited and unbound generating process, […] 

unceasing operation of the drives toward, in, and through language,”36 elucidating musical 

meaning’s embodied gesturing towards words. 

 

GENERAL THEORY 

 A brief caveat outwards into the cultural theory and philosophy undergirding the 

embodied process of relationality in musical experience should explicate what I argue for 

striving to express in writing, questioning how we might re-vocabulary emotion, the relationship 

between music and the body, and conventional regimes of knowledge/expertise.  

 

Sociality of Emotions 

 
33 Ibid., 13. 
34 Michael Szekely, “Gesture, Pulsion, Grain: Barthes’ Musical Semiology,” Contemporary Aesthetics 4 (2006): 5. 
35 Roland Barthes, “The Grain of the Voice,” in Image-Music-Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977): 79-89, quoted in 
Michael Szekely, “Barthes’ Musical Semiology,” (2006): 9. 

36 Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language (New York: Columbia UP, 1974), 17, quoted in Michael Szekely, “Barthes’ Musical 

Semiology,” (2006): 8. 
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 In The Cultural Politics of Emotion (2004), renowned interdisciplinary scholar Sara 

Ahmed resists the everyday language of emotions and the linear conception of cause and effect. 

Her sociality of emotions model dissolves the binary, arguing that emotions are sociocultural 

practices of relationality that shape the surfaces of bodies, objects, and their boundaries, creating 

the effect of an inside and an outside at points of contact between the self and the Other.37 When 

these surfaces— of bodies, of texts— come into contact, an impression is made and repeated into 

a “stickiness.”38 Meaning and resonance collect through repetition, Ahmed highlighting how the 

authority of language structures empowers repeated use to become integral to how words are 

understood.39 She emphasizes the weight of naming emotions: “The feeling does not simply exist 

before the utterance, but becomes real as an effect.”40 Language, therefore, makes our emotions 

tangible and understood as innately social, collapsing the macro into the micro and vice versa. 

Music’s affective engulfment, continuing to act on the listener long after sound departs, is an 

ideal point of entry into sharing and expanding our lexicons. 

 

Music’s capacity as a facilitator of empathy is oft spoken of, but words are the 

predominant channel in Western print culture. As Eric Clarke, Tia DeNora, and Jonna Vuokoski 

note in “Music, Empathy, and Cultural Understanding” (2015), empathy’s complexity continues 

to evade neat definition, but as I see it here, empathy involves emotional intimacy; feeling with. 

Clarke et al.’s critical review of the nascent body of research surrounding music’s promotion of 

sociocultural understanding implores exercising caution with the limited evidence of claims 

made for the empathetic effects of listening to music;41 further, if lauded for its affiliative ability, 

 
37 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (New York: Routledge, 2004), 10. 
38 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion, 90. 
39 Ibid., 92. 
40 Ibid., 13. 
41 Eric Clarke, Tia DeNora, and Jonna Vuokoski, “Music, Empathy, and Cultural Understanding,” Physics of Life Reviews 15, no. 1 (2015): 81. 
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it may also induce conflict. These scholars argue that, in order to understand the fragility of 

music as an empathetic facilitator, we must question what makes it a special cultural conduit— 

and the literature suggests embodiment’s central role.42 

 

Necessary Embodiment 

 If music is unique in that it must be understood in conjunction with embodiment, musical 

experience must be representationally implicated historically through the body— a claim traced 

by cultural studies scholar Richard D. Leppert in The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and 

the History of the Body (1993). Like Boyd’s timbral identification, he argues that sight works to 

resolve the slippage between the physicality of musical production and the abstract nature of 

sound, visuality becoming crucial to locate and communicate music within typographic culture.43 

Music has breadth far beyond the aural: Leppert sees sound as constituting the atmosphere of the 

body that both confirms and supports life in/on its terrain, corroborating the conditional 

relationship between music and human embodiment.44 

Embodied cognition is concerned with linking cognitive processes to the sensorimotor 

system, and the involvement of our bodies in knowledge formation. In a chapter of her book, 

How the Body Shapes Knowledge: Empirical Support for Embodied Cognition (2019), 

psychologist Rebecca Fincher-Kiefer confronts a key question: if our conceptual knowledge is 

represented in the same motor and sensory neural networks involved with concrete experiences, 

how do we go about representing abstract concepts that we have never physically experienced? 

Metaphors, Fincher-Kiefer contends, underpinning conceptual metaphor theory,45 which 

 
42 Eric Clarke et al., “Music, Empathy, and Cultural Understanding,” 32.  
43 Richard D. Leppert, The Sight of Sound: Music, Representation, and the History of the Body (Berkeley: U of California P, 1993), XXI. 

44 Richard D. Leppert, The Sight of Sound, XIX. 
45 See George Lakoff & Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1980). 
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delineates the bidirectionally-functioning overarching mappings of bodily experience onto 

intangible concepts, such that an abstract concept shows neural activity representative of the 

metaphor’s concrete domain.46 Thus, metaphors are more than linguistic— figurative language 

mirrors embodiment. 

 

How, then, do we enact changes in embodied knowledge? Interdisciplinary scholar Paul 

Harrison attempts to illuminate the ability of ephemeral moments of feeling47 to move thought in 

the infinitesimal interruptions of everyday experience— the moments that seize hold of us, 

somehow enacting a shift in temporality— in “Making Sense: Embodiment and the Sensibilities 

of the Everyday” (2000). Sensorial knowledge is emergent in a processual transgression, habit 

liquified into the emergence of style in time left unabsorbed,48 allowing us to see the 

performative potential of becoming49 in our attunement to our own experiences and those of our 

fellow beings. Embodiment is necessarily temporal and fleeting, subject to becoming. 

Sense-making, entwined in identity-formation, becomes in language. “Poetry Is Not a 

Luxury” (1985) is just one of Black/lesbian/mother/warrior/poet Audre Lorde’s seminal works, 

but even its title speaks directly to the onus of my project, making a sharp incision into the 

marrow of writing’s craft and social significance: “We can train ourselves to respect our feelings 

and to transpose them into a language so they can be shared.”50 Lorde merges the essence of 

Ahmed and Harrison’s methodologies in her call to arms, acknowledging the bodily knowledge 

that we already possess but do not have words for; sensations on the precipice of being, which 

 
46 Rebecca Fincher-Kiefer, How the Body Shapes Knowledge: Empirical Support for Embodied Cognition (Washington: American Psychological 

Association, 2019), 128. 

47 Paul Harrison, “Making Sense: Embodiment and the Sensibilities of the Everyday,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 18, no. 1 

(2000): 514. 
48 Paul Harrison, “Making Sense: Embodiment and the Sensibilities of the Everyday,” 513. 
49 Ibid., 514. 
50 Audre Lorde, “Poetry Is Not a Luxury,” in Women’s Voices, Feminist Visions: Classic and Contemporary Readings, eds. Susan M. Shaw and 

Janet Lee (Mountain View: Mayfield Publishing Company, 2009), 372. 
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cannot fully come into fruition until molded by language. Transcribing this embodied knowledge 

involves uncomfortable processes of rumination, imagination, and experimentation, compelled 

by survival instinct to dream new worlds through language: “there are no new ideas. There are 

only new ways of making them felt.”51 I seek new ways of making the music in writing (about 

music) felt. 

 

Particular Subjects: Against the Universal 

 Subjective feeling, so long barred from discourse, now takes precedence. Feminist 

theorist Rosi Braidotti appeals philosophical nomadology52 in “Nomadism: Against 

Methodological Nationalism” (2010), stressing the complex processes of subject-formation, and 

naming the multilayered, collective assemblage of ‘nomadic subjectivity’ as a rejection of the 

essentialized rational consciousness of the European universal subject,53 which historically 

constituted the dialectically-opposed Other.54 She underscores the affective coordinates 

surrounding texts and their transformational possibilities, arguing that these points of contact 

between the self and the world are foundational to creative transpositions.55 This methodology 

appraises difference and multiplicity in the (re)composition of identity,56 exemplifying the value 

of written arrangements of musical experience by people of varying backgrounds, skillsets, and 

embodiments, in extending affect and musical meaning textually. 

 

 
51 Audre Lorde, “Poetry Is Not a Luxury,” 373. 
52 See Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari, Nomadology: The War Machine, trans. Brian Massumi (Los Angeles: Semiotext[e], 1986). 
53 Rosi Braidotti, “Nomadism: Against Methodological Nationalism,”  Policy Futures in Education 8, nos. 3 & 4 (2010): 408. 
54 Rosi Braidotti, “Nomadism: Against Methodological Nationalism,” 409.  
55 Ibid., 414. 
56 Ibid., 417. 
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 The insights afforded by differential forms of embodiment supplement the rejection of 

institutionalized ‘objective’ musical knowledge, hinged upon structural listening and 

Schenkerian analysis. My project gains acuity from Disability Studies (DS), which centers the 

lived experiences of those with ‘atypical’ physical and mental abilities— the world’s largest 

minority group. Theorizing disability as a social construct invites profound understanding (the 

repercussions) of how social systems sanction themselves on our very bodies. In Music, 

Disability, and Society (2011), Alex Lubet is informed by his experience as a professor of music 

and performing classical musician with an acquired physical disability. Anchored in 

ethnomusicology, his explorations of interdisciplinary scholarship facilitate the development of a 

theory of social confluence, which maintains that contemporary globalized society does not 

consist of stable units of identity.57 Like Braidotti’s nomadic subject, Lubet theorizes identities 

as constantly morphing with changes in circumstance and context, exemplified by the fleeting 

nature of able-bodiedness and the fear this activates in (temporarily) able-bodied subjects,58 

especially in the rigid, formalised culture of Western classical music.59 

 

 Music theorist Joseph N. Straus examines the social construction of disability— the 

understanding that society and its institutions determine social expectations of health— and its 

impacts on composers, musicians, listeners, musical discourse, and musical works, with 

Extraordinary Measures: Disability in Music (2011).60 He deconstructs two widely-accepted 

types of listening that have historically comprised the literature: ‘theoretical listening,’61 which 

 
57 Alex Lubet, Music, Disability, and Society (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 2011), 10. 
58 Alex Lubet, Music, Disability, and Society, 6. 
59 Ibid., 12. 
60 Joseph N. Straus, Extraordinary Measures: Disability in Music (New York: Oxford UP, 2011), 12. 
61 Joseph N. Straus, Extraordinary Measures, 151. 
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requires prodigious abilities, and music cognition’s designation of ‘normal hearing.’62 Against 

these essentializing enterprises, Straus’s notion of ‘disablist hearing’ accounts for “the ways that 

people whose bodily, psychological, or cognitive abilities are different from the prevailing norm 

might make sense of music.”63 Listening is a culturally-learned practice, synthesizing differently 

in diversely embodied people; treating it as a disembodied, decontextualized, solitary activity is 

symptomatic of the ableist myth of autonomy (vis-à-vis the purist ideals of absolute music).64 

Rendering the insights of listening into writing seeks to further extend the network of 

connections, grounded in bodily knowledge.  

 

THEORIZING LISTENING 

 Listening is a naturalized process; something that we don’t typically give much thought 

to— we simply, instinctively, do. Recent musicological critical interest in interrogating our 

listening positionalities and the intersectional influences that inform them acknowledges the 

diversity of listening practices, stimulating new understandings of listeners and music alike. 

 

Rethinking Musical Expertise: From Mimesis to Kinesthesis 

 In “Expert Listening beyond the Limits of Hearing: Music and Deafness” (2017), 

musicologist Jessica A. Holmes furthers Straus’s line of questioning prodigious and normal 

listening through the presumed minimum of ‘intact’ hearing: in concurrence with the cultural 

misconception that d/Deafness equates total aural loss,65 it is arbitrarily situated as music’s 

 
62 Ibid., 153. 
63 Ibid.,, 150. 
64 Ibid., 177. 

65 Jessica A. Holmes, “Expert Listening beyond the Limits of Hearing: Music and Deafness.” Journal of the American Musicological Society 70, 

no. 1 (2017): 177. 
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paramount disability— though from the standpoint of Deaf culture, it isn’t a disability at all.66 

Illuminating the range of attitudes toward music in Deaf culture, often seen at odds with its 

visual identity politics,67 Holmes argues that Deaf listening deepens our awareness of music’s 

ontological contours, exemplified by digital cochlear implants’ incapacity to process musical 

input,68 the disabling potential of music-induced hearing loss,69 and the contextual 

interdependence of music’s sensory governance modeled by song signing.70 Holmes posits 

d/Deaf listeners as specialists with many affordances for musicological scholarship.71 In spite of 

music’s supposed universality, her work evidences just how little cultural understanding we have 

made been privy to of Othered listening positionalities and their insights. 

 

  Embodied knowledge accords as the means to releasing the tenure of musico-theoretical 

education. Music theorist Mariusz Kozak investigates the body’s role in materialising meaning 

and informing the relationship between music and time72 in Enacting Musical Time: The Bodily 

Experience of New Music (2019). He contends that musical experiences give us insight into the 

development of a tier of musical understanding, kinesthetic knowledge,73 in which the passage of 

time is manifest, giving time the potential to erupt out of the background;74 musical sound only 

fully establishes itself after it fades into silence.75 Kinesthetic knowledge, as Shawcross also 

noted, is for Kozak the enactment of the dynamics, affectivity, and intercorporeality of bodily 

interaction with music.76 Considering writing as a mirror, he uses the same literary example as 

 
66 Jessica A. Holmes, “Expert Listening,” 179. 
67 Ibid., 210. 

68 Ibid., 202. 

69 Ibid., 208. 

70 Ibid., 191. 
71 Ibid., 213. 

72 Mariusz Kozak, Enacting Musical Time: The Bodily Experience of New Music (New York: Oxford UP, 2019), 14. 

73 Mariusz Kozak, Enacting Musical Time, 107. 

74 Ibid., 12. 
75 Ibid., 145. 

76 Ibid., 129. 
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Zhou to demonstrate, “the power of language to emancipate something latent in music that is not 

meaningful in itself, but which becomes so in the process of interpretation.”77 Temporality is 

another moderating body involved in the embodied process of writing about music’s body. 

 

Musical bodies are relatively transient in comparison to human ones. Youn Kim 

(University of Hong Kong) traces the trajectory of the complex relationship between musical 

perception and the body in “Listening to the Musicking Body: A Cross-Disciplinary and 

Historical Perspective” (2019). Beginning with the transference of the visual concept of the 

afterimage from sight into sound, the aftersound then navigates from the ear to the mind in its 

reinterpretation as psychological rather than physiological phenomenon.78 Aftersound poses 

specific concerns about the transition between tones, linked by kinesthetic motion and the 

holistic idea of listening beyond aural perception, to the body implied in the musical content.79 

Kim argues that transitional moments of ‘lost’ time may not show up in musical notation, but 

they are inhabited by the musicking body;80 afterthoughts and in-betweens exhibit the linkage of 

imagination and continuous motion in embodied listening.81 

 

Embodied listening opposes the normative structural listening model that sees musical 

works as autonomous edifices to be mastered, which musicologist Andrew Dell’Antonio initiates 

questioning of with Beyond Structural Listening?: Postmodern Modes of Hearing (2004).82 The 

editor’s own essay, “Collective Listening: Postmodern Critical Processes and MTV,” examines 
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music videos as a medium for critical evaluative discourse through widespread social evaluation. 

Following Deleuze & Guattari’s multiplicity of postmodern subjectivities,83 Dell’Antonio sees 

the multilayered text of popular song intensified by the iterative unfolding of music videos— an 

immediacy that requires surrendering structural listening’s control.84 Collective listening sees the 

fluid language85 in and around popular music as more about ascertaining conditions and 

articulating feelings than direct explanation.86 Appraising crowdsourced discourse through social 

media channels empowers relational, embodied forms of musical knowledge, at once personal 

and collective. 

 

Further in deconstructing structural listening,87 renowned popular music scholar and 

musicologist Richard Middleton offers a middle-eight between popular music studies and 

musicology (the former prioritizes meaning; the latter, sound) in “Popular Music Analysis and 

Musicology: Bridging the Gap” (1993). He proposes a theory of gesture, wherein feeling and 

understanding musical sounds is organised through processual shapes analogous to physical 

gestures,88 like Schroeder’s metaphorical extension of contour theory, with lineage in mimesis, 

the dominant form of European music theory prior to the late eighteenth century.89 Middleton 

depicts gesture as a spectrum with obvious corporeal movement on one end, and neural 

pulsations on the other, extended with the periodicities of cognitive and affective movements,90 
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suggesting that gesture may complement or exceed linguistics, empowering the elaboration of 

intersubjective musical language.91 

While mimesis generally denotes representational art, the mimetic hypothesis92 holds that 

our understanding of sound stems from our own sound production, and such comparison 

involves implicit imitation. Individually, this mimetic participation can result in a shared state of 

being,93 according to the eighteenth principle of employing the mimetic hypothesis to understand 

how music becomes internalized, as offered by embodied cognition researcher Arnie Cox in 

“Embodying Music: Principles of the Mimetic Hypothesis” (2011). Cox elaborates on 

comprehension via imitation: “an actual leap has an appearance, a musical leap has a sound, but 

each also has a feel (quale) as a result of mimetic comprehension.”94 Principle sixteen accounts 

for variations in strength of mimetic responses due to individual differences in ability, 

experience, habits, and practice: here, the scholar enters into dialogue with literature on music 

and disability (Holmes, Lubet, Straus) by reflecting on the theory that some forms of autism 

involve deficits in the mirror neuron system, while conditions like Williams syndrome may 

conversely implicate an amplified system;95 music impels different mimetic participation. 

 

Perception: The Attunement of Meaning 

Heather Professor of Music at Oxford Eric Clarke’s ecological theory of musical 

perception acknowledges the historical processes that have synthesized contemporary listening 

practices, applying his approach equally to Western art music and pop.96 The musicologist 
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describes perception as a “self-tuning process, […] the system self-adjusts so as to optimize its 

resonance with the environment,”97  in an active, exploratory engagement, challenging 

information-processing accounts and anthropocentrism.98 The ecological principle of mutualism 

is poignantly illustrated through Clarke’s anecdote99 of hearing an undifferentiated arpeggio in 

Jimi Hendrix’s rendition of “Star Spangled Banner” (1969), while his American informant heard 

a bugle call, revealing the power of language and culture in routing perception and meaning.100 

In the opening chapter of Hungry Listening: Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound 

Studies (2020), Stó:lō scholar Dylan Robinson stands against ‘hungry listening,’ decentering 

colonial practices which prioritize informational certainty in favor of slowed processual 

temporalities,101 inspired by operation of Indigenous song in functional contexts.102 He uses J. 

Martin Daughtry’s palimpsest metaphor103 to situate listening’s relationality, engaging with the 

layers of subject positionalities and music’s historical hauntings,104 but suggests that sovereign 

listening accepts that not all sound can be made sense of, nor translated into analogies.105 I 

counter: might we create meaningful critical engagement with the nonsensical? In resisting 

hungry listening, we must also write in a way that asserts the temporal spaciousness of insight. 

 

The embodied music cognition branch of systemic musicology draws on the corporeality 

of musical signification. Marc Leman (Ghent University) and colleagues utilize this paradigm to 

explore correlations between movement velocity patterns in a study of Chinese guqin, a plucked 
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stringed instrument which translates of playing gestures into sound patterns relatively directly,106 

music in “Sharing Musical Expression through Embodied Listening: A Case Study based on 

Chinese Guqin Music” (2009). They argue that, in moving with music— both physically or using 

mental imagery— we enter into an empathetic relationship with it.107  

Entering into an empathetic relationship with a musical work does not necessarily imply 

enjoying it, though. In their contribution to the budding field, musicologist Zachary Wallmark 

(University of Oregon) and his colleagues contemplate timbre’s undertheorized role in musical 

affect with “Embodied Listening and Timbre: Perceptual, Acoustical, and Neural Correlates” 

(2018), a study that explores the divisiveness of appraising a timbral quality as ‘noisy’ 

(inharmonicity, aperiodicity, combination tones, auditory roughness),108 a perceptual gestalt they 

postulate to modulate motor resonance.109 Their results confirm that noisy timbres indicate a 

greater amount of bodily exertion in the sound’s production, yielding a mirrored low-valence 

affective response in listeners, as Cox would have anticipated.110 Drawing on the neural theory of 

metaphor & simulation semantics,111 Wallmark et al. suggest, like Fincher-Kiefer, that common 

tactile analogies for timbre have basis in embodied listening.112 

 

On Being & Doing 

Musicologist Suzanne G. Cusick’s “On a Lesbian Relationship with Music: A Serious 

Effort Not to Think Straight” (2004) has been prominent to my reappraisal of listening and 
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writing. She experiences the music that she truly loves as the consummate pleasure of being 

alive,113 defining sexuality as a mode of expression/enaction of intimate relationships wherein 

pleasure circulates.114 Cusick cites the historicized Euro-American traditional anxiety about 

music’s power to ravish as impelled by the permeability of power relations,115 musicality and 

sexuality being expressly entwined in public decrees of intimacy through writing. In her position 

as an NYU professor, she self-reflexively teaches her own listening posture, resisting analytical 

violence to music’s body through “extreme attentiveness,”116 as music is doing— a methodology 

for understanding our possible relationships to the world.117 I see writing implicated in this 

relationality: to make the musical subject, and our subjective entangled experience, known. 

 

Cultural critic and CUNY professor Wayne Koestenbaum is also a poet, and it shows in 

The Queen’s Throat: Opera, Homosexuality, and the Mystery of Desire (1993). Historically, 

opera was conceived of as a way to reign music in, tasking words to impose sensibility.118 

Koestenbaum articulates the immense struggle of putting music into words, embracing the 

surmounting messiness of the process: “the listener must push against the mute tide to articulate 

the marvel, […] the fan must work against amazement and petrification to describe and recover a 

pleasure which will otherwise be smothered.”119 He locates opera’s appeal precisely within its 

revealing the cohabitation of music and words in the listener’s body.120 In sensuous writing, 

Koestenbaum combines personal narrative with the embodied experience of listening and the 
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genre’s cerebral vocabulary, his rhythmic phrasing rising to pitch— as words, he contends, strive 

to embody the soprano voice.121 

 

Being and doing are necessarily spatial processes.. Social scientists/geographers Nichola 

Wood, Michelle Duffy, and Susan J. Smith have worked separately with a conception of music 

that emphasizes the processual, coming together to create a pastiche of ethnographic research 

projects in “The Art of Doing (Geographies of) Music” (2007). Their predominant shared 

interest lies in how to engage with, “music as it, and all that it is entangled into, becomes;”122 

based on her interviews, Wood observes people talking about music either as a cultural product 

or as an experiential memory.123 The authors call for methodologies that highlight the spaces in 

musical performance and what can be recovered from the affective spaces of relationships.124 

Human geographer Theresa Harada acknowledges the relational qualities of sound and its 

affordances for precognitive experiences that align to affective registers in and through the body 

with “Embodied Listening in Research Practice,” (2019) emphasizing affect as an extra-bodily 

force, as Ahmed did.125 She proposes approaching research material and analysis by making 

space for bodily knowledge,126 conceptualising music as interwoven in the personal geographies 

of everyday life.127 Further, researchers can attune to the lived experiences of others through the 

emergence of affect and rhythmic entrainment, which I see potential for in immersing oneself in 

another’s experience, as in listening to, reading about, and, naturally, writing about music. 
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WRITING DIFFERENTLY 

 At last— the crux. My initial question is now elaborated: how do we write about musical 

experience in such a way that artistically invokes the sonic in language, relays embodied subject-

formation narratives, and facilitates empathetic understanding and community-building  in 

mobilizing difference through our listening practices? Here are some early suggestions. 

 

How to Write About Music 

I surveyed three instruction manuals for writing about music in research, to predictable 

results— as I hypothesized, none of these texts explained what writing about music should do, 

nor how to make it do whatever that is. Instead, they give some basic formal suggestions, 

regulations for citations and formatting, and generic advice for academic writing that is 

objective, expository, and technical. 

 The first is music historian Richard J. Wingell’s Writing About Music: An Introductory 

Guide (2002), which asks: “what is the purpose of crafting clear prose about music?”128 Wingell 

answers that writing is simply the means to communicative ends, and he argues that, in evading 

the discussion of crucial musical events, it becomes too Romantic and/or programmatic.129 The 

scholar debunks analysis as an objective science, necessitating artistic judgment and a creative 

mind for the undertaking, but clearly betrays a structural approach in his veneration of unity and 

the music itself.130 Wingell’s remaining writing advice is general, recommending a tone 

somewhere between informal and impersonal, towards clarity and crispness of expression.131 
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 The next, Music in Words (2009), is written by Trevor Herbert, former Foundation 

Scholar of the Royal College of Music (RCM) and a professor of music research, and aims to be 

both an introduction to and informational compendium of researching and writing about 

music.132 Herbert asserts the expected impending-doom quintessence of writing about the absent 

subject of music, as well as stressing academic language’s valorization of precision and  

informational transferal.133 For him, writing on a musical work should consider the two aspects 

of structural semantics and contextual positioning.134 

 The third and final comes from musicologist and conductor D. Kern Holoman, titled 

Writing About Music: A Style Sheet (2014), and is formatting as a handout might be, offering 

nothing more novel than some vocabulary to generally avoid in scholarly writing.135 

 

I also looked at some writing in which professors spoke to fellow educators concerning 

teaching undergraduate students how to write about music. 

Alison P. Deadman (Tennessee State University) comes from the music history camp, 

immersed in the aesthetic, philosophical, analytical, and theoretical issues of the practice in 

“‘Sonata, What Do You Want of Me?’: Teaching Rhetorical Strategies for Writing About 

Music” (2016). She encourages her music students to approach a score as though it were a verbal 

text, which aids in providing a framework for understanding narrative strategies.136 Deadman 

discusses how to summarize a musical text by balancing large-scale structure with small-scale 

details, avoiding aesthetic judgments, and experimenting with chronology and sequencing.137  
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Robert DiYanni writes about his experience teaching a “Writing About Music” course at 

CUNY to a diverse student population in “Sound and Sense: Writing About Music” (1980). 

Preconditioned by subjective awareness, his assignments encouraged different modes of 

discourse, wherein students must describe, explain, narrate, persuade, and speculate;138 his two 

main rhetorical concerns being sentence variance, and the use of analogy and metaphor.139 

Though it was written forty years ago, DiYanni’s visions for a dialogic discourse on music in the 

classroom translates many of the same values I see as crucial components now, including 

syntactical rhythm and embodied metaphor— but do music scholars put into practice what 

educators— even themselves— teach students? 

 Meanwhile, in her PhD thesis, Savannah Ganster participatively investigates the 

musicking practices of street musicians in New Orleans, embracing a performative writing 

approach to the challenges of writing about music. She concludes that writing about her localized 

musical experiences did not destroy the sanctity of the music, but allowed language to become an 

extension of melody.140 Ganster’s poetry and prose bestow ephemeral moments of performance 

with a longevity that acknowledges the connections between her, the performers, and the rich 

cultural history of the city, ascertaining a compelling rhetorical method in performative writing. 

 

Performative Writing 

Performativity describes the power of language to materialize in social action.141 

Performative writing is a postmodern form of critical writing in the academy that integrates 
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descriptive autobiographical narrative into critical theory. It aims to do something— often 

exposing and/or upsetting assumed reality, social or conventional, speaking back to power. 

Della Pollock’s watershed essay, “Performative Writing” (1998) remains highly 

influential. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill professor leans on the theoretical 

loci of Julia Kristeva and Theodor Adorno to posit writing as a process of doing, which becomes 

meaningful in its materiality, as both a means and an end; writing empowered not by making 

sense, but by making itself perform,142 outlined by five facets of dynamic response: 

1. Performative writing is evocative, operating metaphorically to conjure the presence of 

absence and worlds otherwise intangible, by way of the interwoven bodies of the writer and 

the world.143 

2. Performative writing is metonymic, self-conscious in its partiality, using difference as its 

lifeblood in dramatizing language’s limits.144 

3. Performative writing is nervous, mobilizing embodied knowledge in nonlinear border-

crossing between disciplines and temporalities.145 

4. Performative writing is citational, underscoring quotation’s double movement, composed 

in/as repetition and reiteration.146 

5. Performative writing is consequential, making rhetoric a productive force of new modes of 

being through reflexive engagement.147 

 

Many of these physiognomies of performative writing are ones considered in 

Musicoliterary/Word-Music studies (Zhou, Shawcross, Boyd), as well as in various approaches 

to (diversely) embodied listening. Conceptualising writing as deeply entangled within the nature 

of its own practice lends itself to writing about music— the struggle to pin it down being 

precisely because it performs. 

 Nearly two decades after Pollock’s initial publication, sociologist Sara Smits Keeney 

responds with “Performative Writing as Tool for Social Change” (2014), urging the importance 
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of the writer’s role in shaping societal comprehension of what matters,148 towards the emergence 

of unrealized democracies.149 Continuing Pollock’s undertaking, Keeney argues that writing is 

the revolutionary act in itself, gaining agential power from the subjectivity of feeling that tends 

to be excluded in traditional writing to omit the Other to the margins.150 She pinpoints the sense 

of nervousness invoked by the uncomfortable open-endedness of Pollock’s treatise as space for 

textual and social change,151 opening writing to advancement, multiplicity, and suffusion.152 That 

nervousness permeates in the hesitancy towards effectively writing about music: a domain where 

performative writing could disrupt the knowledge hierarchy of music theory, invigorating the 

field with transformative justice dynamism and aesthetic appreciation for expressive language 

that speaks to, and of, different music differently. 

 

At the interstitial borderlands of ephemerality and scholarship, Robert Gutierrez-Perez 

(University of Nevada) embraces an “Anzaldúan approach”153 to performative writing with 

“Theories in the Flesh and Flights of the Imagination: Embracing the Soul and Spirit of Critical 

Performative Writing in Communication Research” (2018), questioning traditional knowledge 

generation and value towards an ontological reimagining of research, fleshed in embodiment and 

intersectionality.154 Gutierrez-Perez confronts the colonial materiality of textual conventions 

using poetry, mythmaking, and performative writing to transform images and metaphors.155 

Following Gloria Anzaldúa, he positions the performative writer as a shaman,156 guiding identity 
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(re)formation through their own trauma, inviting others to join in healing, and advancing 

metamorphosis beyond outmoded ways of knowing, towards catharsis for all implicated. 

 

How might these transformative performative writing narratives embrace musical 

experience? Performance studies scholar Tami Spry writes an autoethnographical reflection of 

her father’s career as a jazz musician in “Call it Swing: A Jazz Blues Autoethnography,” (2019). 

She argues that a jazz infusion expands the breadth of the performative-I research position, 

suggesting improvisational pedagogy in the spaces between perpetuation and interruption:157 

“Braiding a yearning for jazz in the bittersweet blues of life with critical reflection and the 

culturally representational anguish of language, is to swing.”158 Spry articulates the temporality 

of swing as a call to collective action that can be “bodied forth”159 by the first-person plurality of 

performative autoethnography. Swing is a nebulous surface— a way of personifying music that 

we can instantly recognize in our bodies, yet the co-performed agency of its rhythm breaks and 

remakes meaning continuously in improvisational participation.160 

 

 While bursting with potential, the concept of performative writing obliges questioning. 

Performance studies scholar Ronald J. Pelias overviews some points of contention in 

“Performative Writing as Scholarship: An Apology, an Argument, an Anecdote” (2005), 

including: expanding what constitutes knowledge through embodied experience;161 using lived 
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experiences to evoke and construct the world;162 believing in multiple realities and cherishing the 

fragmentary;163 and elicitation of empathetic identification,164 rendering the personal political.165 

 In a movement towards swinging language, Pelias expands his adoption of qualitative 

writing methods in Leaning: A Poetics of Personal Relations (2011), working from the premise 

of leaning toward others as the potential for meaningful relationships and participating in an 

ethic of care.166 He distinguishes three other approaches in addition to performative writing: 

personal narratives, in which telling stories makes sense of individual experience; 

autoethnography, to evoke personal experience as methodology for unearthing culture; and 

poetic inquiry, with poetic devices shaping experience expressively.167 Pelias’s calling-upon 

poetry stems from a desire to do as much with words as possible,168 as poetics (‘productive,’ 

from the Greek ποιητός ) realizes innovation’s emergence through language.169 

 

Interpretation, Description, and Political Reverberations 

 One of the scholars Pelias draws on in Leaning is sociologist Laurel Richardson, 

Professor Emeritus at Ohio State University, who collaborated on “Writing: A Method of 

Inquiry” (2005) with Elizabeth St. Pierre (University of Georgia). Embracing postmodernist and 

poststructuralist theories, Richardson sees creative analytical practice (CAP) ethnographies as 

amongst the new genus of qualitative writing deconstructing triangulation in research, 

approaching the world from more than three sides: “we have moved from plane geometry to light 
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theory, where light can be both waves and particles.”170 Crystallization emphasizes the 

inseparability of writing processes and products through writing stories of the research process, 

which the scholar advances to unsettle academic ideology that privileges being over 

becoming.171 St. Pierre opens up writing as both data collection and analysis,172 suggesting to 

imagine writing as a letting go of meaning;173 the process imbues significance, and the work of 

doing— its aftereffects in the writer and the reading audience— crystalizes in unforeseen ways. 

 

Also asking what more writing might do than mean, prominent cultural theorist Susan 

Sontag’s infamous essay, “Against Interpretation,” (1966) championed early postmodernism in 

refuting the modern understanding of interpretation as finding meaning in art within the confines 

of representational theories, seeking to master it.174 She argues that art’s capacity to make us 

nervous with sensorial overload must be preserved from the plight of immediate excavation for 

meaning (and dulled senses), contending that critical engagement calls for radical transparency, 

dissolving consideration of content into form, and “accurate, sharp, loving”175 description. 

Philosopher Lydia Goehr (Columbia University) also advocates for the value of 

description’s effect in philosophical theory176 with “How to Do More With Words: Two Views 

of (Musical) Ekphrasis” (2010). Ekphrasis, the ancient rhetorical technique of using a detailed 

description to produce an image for the mind’s eye, evolved in modernity to depict how an 

artwork manages to re-present another work of art.177 While some critique ekphrasis as 
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narcissistic, Goehr argues that returning it to its ancient modality by considering ‘musical 

ekphrasis’ challenges formalism, broadening it to become “a testament to a musical life lived,”178 

producing dynamic spaces to lay bare the tensions between presence and absence in writing. I 

would argue that description is a transportive, as seen in Zhou’s interpretation of Hoffmann. 

 

How do we attend to the material history of musical life? Keith Chapin (musicologist, 

Cardiff University) and Andrew H. Clark (Chair of Comparative Literature at Fordham 

University) consider how the rhetorical endeavor of writing about music must be (re)addressed 

generationally.179 Introducing their anthology, Speaking of Music: Addressing the Sonorous 

(2013), Chapin & Clark agree that tending to music occurs in gaps, sketching the limits of 

temporal experience, with language restrictions bound up in parameters of identity.180 The 

scholars accentuate embodiment and temporality as modifiers of the dynamic between music and 

language, since there can be no idealized process of listening to a disembodied work.181 

This thread is carried forth in a included essay by Jairo Moreno (University of 

Pennsylvania), who argues that music has the unique capacity to render an essence sonic, 

carrying it into a temporalized, living present.182 He stretches further to say that Chapin & 

Clark’s gap— the hollow lack at the heart of transposing music into words— becomes temporal 

in political actualization.183 Addressing the sonorous involves abandoning the ‘unspeakable’ in a 

gulf of politically ineffective silence.184 Remaining hushed in confronting epiphany is futile. 

 
178 Ibid., 406. 

179 Keith Chapin & Andrew H. Clark (eds.), Speaking of Music: Addressing the Sonorous (New York: Fordham UP, 2013), 2-3. 

180 Keith Chapin & Andrew H. Clark, Speaking of Music, 5-6. 

181 Ibid., 11. 
182 Jairo Moreno, “On the Ethics of the Unspeakable,” in Speaking of Music: Addressing the Sonorous, eds. Keith Chapin & Andrew H. Clark 
(New York: Fordham UP, 2013), 213-214. 
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 Extending the political scope beyond the Western, ethnomusicologist Sagnik Atarthi, 

studying out of India, provides a historical recount of nineteenth-century music writing practices 

in Bengal with “Whither Musicology? Amateur Musicologists and Music Writing in Bengal” 

(2017). He argues that, in the colonial context, writings on music both engaged with and 

exceeded logics of cultural nationalisms, producing multiple meanings; furthermore, amateur 

musicological writing was, and continues to be, significant in the Bengali reception of 

Hindustani music.185 Musical practice, and consequently, musical writing, is inherently political; 

including who is permitted the social eminence required for the public circulation of their work. 

 

Ashley Clayson (University of West Florida) recalls Haas & Witte’s (2001)186 call for 

scholarly attendance to writing as an embodied practice in “Distributed Writing as a Lens for 

Examining Writing as Embodied Practice” (2018),187 noting that academics have still avoided 

discussing physical bodies writing—material, corporeal action— except in studies of writing and 

disability.188 Clayson proposes a framework of distributed writing,189 calling for observational 

studies of people doing writing to better understand the interaction between writers and the 

material world.190 Embodiment and materiality are intricately linked in writing, which is 

distributed across bodies, writing tools, and written artifacts.191 This has only been considered by 

studies regarding an ‘abnormal’ mode of embodiment, to which writing tools and artifacts are 

not always designed to be accommodating; we must attend to writing practice (in)accessibility. 

 
185 Sagnik Atarthi, “Whither Musicology? Amateur Musicologists and Music Writing in Bengal,” Ethnomusicology Forum 26, no. 2 (2017): 264. 
186 See “Writing as Embodied Practice: The Case of Engineering Standards,” Journal of Business and Technical Communication 15, no. 4 

(2001). 
187 Ashley Clayson, “Distributed Writing as a Lens for Examining Writing as Embodied Practice,” Technical Communication Quarterly 27, no. 3 

(2018): 217. 
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189 Ibid., 219. 
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 In Reading and Writing Disability Differently: The Textured Life of Embodiment (2007), 

University of Toronto Social Justice Education Program coordinator Tanya Titchkosky positions 

disability, constructed by culture, as the ideal area to intercept and transform reading/writing 

practices, thusly shifting cultural beliefs.192 In dialogue with a research question of my own, she 

asks: “how does our current discursive action organize and assert the meaning of embodied 

existence?”193 Titchkosky posits words as a way of knowing, entangled in our embodied fate. 

Dissolving the disabled/non-disabled binary, she argues that remarking the mutual constituency 

of self/Other distinctions allows us to read and write disability differently.194 The overcoming 

narrative is an opportune example, in which the overcomer decides to have the greatest response 

to their problem-body,195 “overcoming that which grounds the possibility of human life is now 

the signifier of humanity.”196 Text allows us to organize an encounter between our embodied 

selves, time, and space,197 enabling us to challenge the intertextual textures of our understanding. 

While I do not equate writing about music as a site of disability, music certainly has not 

traditionally facilitated accessibility as a cultural institution, and the way lacking idealized 

response is deeply embedded into the task reminds me of the overcoming narrative. Shall we? 

 

Writing the Body, Reclaiming Pleasure 

 How do we write our embodied selves into discourse? In “Punctuation as Score,” (1982) 

Canadian writer, editor, and literary critic John Metcalf suggests that punctuation, “is a concern 

to all writers who are alive to the possible music of prose.”198 Subverting expected punctuation 

 
192 Tanya Titchkosky, Reading and Writing Disability Differently: The Textured Life of Embodiment (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 2007), 6. 

193 Tanya Titchkosky, Reading and Writing Disability Differently, 7. 
194 Ibid., 39. 

195 Ibid., 189. 
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198 John Metcalf, “Punctuation as Score,” in Kicking Against the Pricks (Downsview: ECW, 1982), 95. 
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use (quotation marks, italics, paragraphing, ellipses, etc.) is comparable to musical forms 

straying from the ear’s learned expectations of established rhythms, drawing emphasis to an 

element of the variation.199 Metcalf suggests two unconventional grammatical devices that might 

be universalized: mixing single and double quotation marks to suggest volume and distance, and 

using two-point ellipses to indicate interruption.200 I am especially intrigued by his noted 

immense discomfort at unbroken italic201 as a possible formatting tactic for replicating the 

anxiety of transposing musical experience (and imploring Pelias’s sense of leaning). 

 

Espousing discomfort, prolific American musicologist Susan McClary steps outside of 

her discipline to offer vision to scholarly writing at large in “Writing About Music— and the 

Music of Writing” (2015). She, like Deadman, argues for finding ways of employing verbal 

discourse to bring music into dialogue, across disciplines and the wider public, citing the 

historical denunciation of subjectivity as shielding powerful interests.202 McClary aligns writing 

with music in their common audience receptivity to temporal and gestural interactions, rhythmic 

qualities outscoring particularities, giving the example of upbeats/downbeats in writing (e.g., 

starting a sentence with its subject [a downbeat] versus leading up to the subject using a 

dependent clause [an upbeat]):203 “sonic rhetoric does not disappear when prose addresses the 

eye alone,”204 contrary to library training. While much response to both music and writing occurs 

below consciousness, stirred by flow and affective structure in myriad ways that are 

unpredictable in quality, their force is a forecast presence in this intersubjective relationality. 

 
199 John Metcalf, “Punctuation as Score,” 100. 
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 “Writing about Musical Intersubjectivity,” the second chapter of Robinson’s Hungry 

Listening, (2020) was a crucial impetus for my project, powerfully enacting new consideration of 

the multilayered relationality of music and writing. He posits what he terms sensory-formalist 

analysis205 as a form of apposite methodology which pursues nearness between musical 

subjectivity and the writing that invokes it206— a writing with.207 Arguing that performative 

writing uses sensuous, material textuality to expose non-representational features of the 

subject,208 the Stó:lō scholar advances spatiality as a third subject, unsettling essentialization and 

listening’s assumed anthropocentrism:209 “for those of us who feel that our relationships with 

music and song— and our experiences within them— are central to an analysis […] how should 

we write in a way that responds to these works as friends, lovers, and kin?”210 Likewise, if music 

appears as a foe, a begrudging colleague, or a stranger on the bus, this situatedness is implied. 

Robinson’s call for reflexive, intersectional listening-writing relationality, walking alongside 

Indigenous resurgence,211 reminds us that language and its framing are constitutive forces.212 

 

 Robinson’s earlier reference to the palimpsest metaphor in listening relationality comes 

to mind with research-creation scholar Stephanie Springgay’s “‘How to Write as Felt’ Touching 

Transmaterialities and More-Than-Human Intimacies” (2019); though she enacts felt not as a 

metaphor, but to question how writing functions at the interstices of research and creation213 
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through felt’s dense, irreversibly-interlocked woolly fibers.214 Springgay argues that ‘writing as 

felt’ enacts transcorporeality, unraveling binaries of embodiment as the material stretches,215 

knotting bodies, space, and time.216 Further, the improvisational nature of writing enables a 

practice of engendering and describing bodily difference through its many layers of thinking, 

making, and doing.217 As Clayson demonstrated, writing is an unavoidably physical enterprise 

wherein raw materials— bodies, tools/technologies, environments— create anew. 

 

Further in layered processes, the third chapter of The American Short Story Cycle (2018) 

by literary scholar Jennifer J. Smith examines how metaphors bridge the apparent division 

between public and personal temporalities in fiction, time itself becoming a metaphor for the 

ineffable; rendering temporality into metaphors as methodology for sense-making.218 She 

touches on a few rhetorical strategies to propose time as subjective (rather than linear and 

objective), including ellipses, (as per Metcalf,) which disrupt forward motion and bleed one 

moment into the next,219 shifting verb tenses, and what she calls the interstitiality of bodies, 

losing materiality and control between alive and dead.220 This final point hearkens the fleeting 

nature of able-bodiedness as a source of cultural anxiety surrounding differential modes of 

embodiment, as well as how this affects time and the metaphors by which it can be understood 

against the disabling social constitution of normalcy.221 
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 Poet and Disability Studies professor at the University of Toledo, Jim Ferris, has perhaps 

done the most work towards a critical formulation of disability poetry222 with “The Enjambed 

Body: A Step Toward a Crippled Poetics” (2004), his title deriving from the poetic term 

enjambment; the spilling over from one line to the next.223 Pointing out the abundance of body 

metaphors in poetry and poetic discourse, Ferris cites Donald Hall’s (1978)224 three-pronged 

model of the poem’s ‘sensual body’: Goatfoot (the pleasures of rhythm and beat), Milktongue 

(the pleasures of the sounds of words and their feel in our mouths), and Twinbird (the pleasures 

of play in structural elements and resolution).225 On anacrusis (omitting an unstressed syllable), 

Ferris muses: “I’m not sure if I want all poems to limp, but I know this: all the interesting ones 

do, all the lovely ones do, in one way or another.”226 His use of intertextual bricolage and 

personal disability narrative posits poetry as a site for reclaiming bodily pleasure. 

 

 In the poetic reclamation of bodily pleasure, we also reform the idea of beauty and its 

objectivity, discourse that is likewise crucial to musical aesthetics. Jennifer Bartlett, renowned 

artist with cerebral palsy (CP), Sheila Black, poet and author with X-linked hypophosphatemia, 

and educator/editor Michael Northen come together to present Beauty is a Verb: The New Poetry 

of Disability (2011), an anthology of disability poetry that aims to bring the modern poetry of 

disability from the margins and into the corpus of the American text. Beginning with Northen’s 

piece on Larry Eigner,227 an influential figure in the New American Poetry movement with CP, 

which was never foregrounded in his work, this collection of poetry and essays about poetry 

 
222 Jennifer Bartlett, Sheila Black, and Michael Northen (eds). Beauty is a Verb: The New Poetry of Disability (El Paso: Cinco Puntos Press, 
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edifies the copious ways in which embodiment mediates poetic practice. Contributor Stephen 

Kuusisto notes that poetry differs from other expressive forms in garnering truth in its process; a 

practice that is “quasi-occult, like reading the entrails of birds.”228 Beauty, too, may be less 

obvious. 

 

CONCLUSION/CONSOLIDATION 

 In conclusion, though this is hardly where this work ends, I hope to have provided an 

overview of why I believe that writing about musical experiences is a magnetic force, toward 

which we cannot allow polarizing binaries to overthrow our energy; instead, we should 

reformulate our ontological positions, listening practices, and rhetorical strategies to transform 

our artistic-reflexive-narrative-analytical-descriptive-generative addresses. This present moment 

of upheaval, renegotiating ‘normalcy,’ makes my project feel frivolous and simultaneously more 

urgent: time is a melting Dalí painting, slipping through the fissures of privilege that divide. 

Mobilizing difference to validate a range of experiences and legitimize different forms of 

discourse in writing is not, as Lorde noted, a luxury, but vital: “it forms the quality of light 

within which we predicate our hopes and dreams toward survival and change, first made into 

language, then into idea, then into more tangible action;”229 crystalizing. 

 It is my hope that, in my amassing discourses, it becomes clear that this is an inevitably 

multilayered endeavour. Thus, I have looked beyond studying music and sound, to fields as 

diverse as literature, embodied cognition, semiotics, education, geography, sociology, 

philosophy, and, as I am especially indebted to, disability studies. Their conceptual intersections 
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appear myriad, emphasizing the importance of metaphor, process, temporality, intimacy, timbre, 

kinesthetic motion, pleasure, positionality, performativity, subjectivity, and transformation. 

 

I want to portray listening as assemblage rather than isolated incident, in a way that tells a 

story underscoring the content of musical encounter with the corporeal molding that arranged its 

happenstance meeting in space and time. I want to account for the living that punctuates the 

spaciousness of listening, and of writing about it, as music is the canvas upon which identity and 

temporality converge: who you are at a particular moment distilled into sound patterns. Our 

challenge is to swing with music’s temporal flux and flow in our respective embodiments, and 

transpose this quiver into the relative stasis of words. My inhospitable body becomes an 

instrument of dear insight— for dear life— in the union of music and writing. 

There is still no straightforward resolution to how we should write about musical experience: 

I have argued that it should be done in such a way that artistically invokes the sonic in language, 

relays embodied subject-formation narratives, and facilitates empathetic understanding and 

community-building in mobilizing difference, but this is merely a suggested set of values to bear 

in mind. Perhaps it is performative writing that is best equipped to transpose music’s resonance 

with its purposeful performance, necessarily temporalized (as is music, alongside embodiment), 

analogizing language’s limits, punctuated by the gestures and rhythms of intersubjectivity, 

towards poetic justice. Perhaps fiction writers are still inadvertently leading the craft. 

                    I beckon the aftersound’s reverberations— of thee, I swing— in time. 

 

to new lenses on neuroses / (full) stop. inhale major 5th / 

exhale sharp, minor 7. / twist 

the ventriloquist / blood on my hands 

coagulating into glue, everything / I trace along 
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/ sticks / 

 

touch turns to mold, shifting through / 

dimensions and planes of existence / my viewfinder fingers laced, 

limber(lost) / and (out)stretching / 

to reach and render it / palpable in clumsy re-turns of phrase, library-loaned and overdue, lodged 

in me / yet intolerable / to contain in flesh. inflesh 

 

the inflected ache in “resonate” 

escaping— gasping for breath—  

at the end of a line / 

spilling out / 

an open wound on the dancefloor /reflected in the synchronous 

tail-spun, churning, effervescent /mirrors hanging from the rafters; 

isn’t dancing about architecture /after all? 

 

decorum destructs to decorate /  

time and space and page 

 

/ in ornaments that evanesce;  

 

still, / in pedal steel / 

 

life sustains /  
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